Three proposals have won ex aequo in the Via dei Fori Imperiale call for ideas – of the 14th edition of the Premio Prix de Rome – organized by Pier Federico Callari, director of the Accademia Adriana di Architettura e Archeologia di Roma. The projects presented to the competition were carried out by teams made up of an architecture office and a group of students coordinated by a university professor. The winning teams were David Chipperfield Architects + Alexander Schwarz (University Stuttgart), 2TR Architettura + Ricardo Pintoschi + Luigi Franchitti (University Roma Tre), and Studio Valle + Franco Perrini (University La Sapienza).

Among the special mentions, two went to Spanish studios: Patricio Pacheco Arquitectos with Pablo Fierro (Universitat de Barcelona), and Guillaume Vázquez Compteapart with Carmina Andriani (Università di Genova).

Via dei Fori eighty four years later, Pier Federico Callari